
Rosewill Shine Bright Like an RGB Diamond

The new CULLINAN MX features gorgeous tempered

glass panels and 4 pre-installed RGB LED case fans

with a convenient remote

Gamers can showcase their rigs with the

new CULLINAN MX’s sleek design and

captivating lighting effects in brilliant RGB

shine controllable by remote.

CITY OF INDUSTRY, CALIFORNIA,

UNITED STATES, November 7, 2017

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Rosewill, a

leading provider of PC hardware at

excellent value, has redesigned their

best-selling tempered glass, ATX mid

tower case - the CULLINAN – to include

brilliant RGB shine. The new CULLINAN

MX features gorgeous tempered glass

panels and 4 pre-installed RGB LED

case fans with a convenient remote,

giving users the ability to set the fans

to their favorite color with preset

lighting effects. The remote offers

users the ability to switch among the 8

color options with breathing mode and

4 lighting effects; plus, adjust the

brightness to shine parallel with in-

game excitements at their thrilling paces.

Gamers can showcase their rigs with the CULLINAN MX’s sleek design and captivating lighting

effects. The full tempered glass design of this ATX mid tower is constructed with reliable,

premium materials that reflect class and elegance. The case also displayed elegance by

illuminating the interior gaming system with RGB lighting, showing off the supreme components

within through its sophisticated tempered glass panels. Plus, the included remote control

provides users with options to customize the color and effects of the LED-lit case fans to their

preference. 

The CULLINAN MX is engineered to offer enhanced cooling options with expansion capabilities.

The tempered glass case supports up to six 120 mm fans, three in the front, two on the top, and

one at the rear. Plus, there are three additional 80-mm-fan installation spots on the PSU shroud.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.newegg.com/Product/ProductList.aspx?Submit=ENE&amp;DEPA=0&amp;Order=BESTMATCH&amp;Description=rosewill+cullinan&amp;N=-1&amp;isNodeId=1
https://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16811147275&amp;cm_re=CULLINAN_MX-_-11-147-275-_-Product
https://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16811147275&amp;cm_re=CULLINAN_MX-_-11-147-275-_-Product


CULLINAN MX’s sleek design and captivating lighting

effects showcase your gaming rig with class and

elegance

Additionally, there is clearance for

installing a 360 mm Liquid Cooling

Radiator at the front and 280 mm

Liquid Cooling Radiator on top. With

this impressively spacious capacity, its

cooling potential is limited only by your

imagination.

As one of Rosewill’s finest gaming

cases, the CULLINAN MX has the

quality and aesthetics every gamer

desires. This gorgeous RGB LED case is

made with premium materials for an

elegant appearance, as well as smooth

and quiet operation. Plus, the

tempered glass panels on the side and

front display the key components

within the case with subtlety and style.

Rosewill’s Cullinan MX is the ideal

gaming PC case for those interested in

a beautiful tempered glass chassis. 

For more information about Rosewill’s

various product lines, please visit http://www.rosewill.com.
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Engineered to offer enhanced cooling options with

expansion capabilities, the CULLINAN MX supports up

to 9 fans to maximize cooling potential with smooth

and quiet operation
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